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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BAR RESULTS PLACE USD WELL ABOVE STATE AVERAGE

University of San Diego School of Law graduates taking the February California Bar Exam kept USD's statewide passage rate high, according to recently disclosed figures. The school's 42 percent passing average was well above the state passing average of 29.5 percent.

Thirty-nine of the 93 exam-takers passed. Compared to 1983, the rate rose slightly. Last year's statewide passage rate of 27.7 was below USD's rate of 39.7.

Among the first time takers this year, 52 percent passed. The following have become qualified to practice law in the state:

ALFRED, MICHAEL
BOUZIANE, MICHÈLE
CHEYNE, NANCY THERESA
CLARK, CURTIS LEIGH
CORRÃO, LINDA ALICE
COYNE, MARLENE MARIE
DENNY, JR., EDWARD THOMAS
FACIO, COLETTE LISANNE
FORD, PATRICK MORGAN
GOLDSTEIN, NANCY B.
GRADY, STEVEN MICAAEL
GRUBB, CARL ANTHONY
HAMMOCK, RANDOLPH MARTIN
JONES, PAMELA RUTH
KASSAN, ALAN EDWARD
KRISTAL, BARBARA ELAINE
LOREE-DAVIS, ANN
MARSHALL, SHARON ANN
NUNEZ, VICTOR MANUEL
OLIVA, JOSEPH LOUIS
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